
DO NOW:

头疼 tou teng

发烧 fa shao

咳嗽 ke sou

感冒 gan mao

流鼻涕 liu bi ti

肚子疼 du zi teng

Have a fever

Have a headache

Have a cold

Stomachache

Cough

Have running nose



名：ming (name)

成份：cheng fen
(ingredients)

用：yong (use)

期：qi (a 
period of time)

Here is an 
instruction on a 
Chinese Cough 
drop bottle.
Use the 4 key 
words to fill out 
the form for the 
Medicines your 
group is 
assigned.

Everything 
needs to be 
filled in Chinese.

TASK 1
(with a partner)

or the name on the box/bag



Name of the medicine Two main ingredients Directions (Chinese& English) Shelf life /expiration date

Name of the medicine Two main ingredients Directions (Chinese& English) Shelf life /expiration date

一日三次
Three times a day

一次两片
2 pills each (one) time

毫升 ml
支=个

粒 capsule

Dose Reference

口服
Take through mouth

外用
For external use

一日数次
Several  times a day

适量
Can be used in moderation

成人
Adults

儿童
Children

CHINESE CHINESE CHINESE& English Numbers 



Task 2
(with a partner)

Watch the Karate kid clip on my website with a partner, discuss the differences between 

Chinese Medical Practices and Western Medical Practices, find two most common 

approaches for both. And discuss what the strengths and weaknesses are for both.

For example: 

The method mentioned in the video can be considered as one for Chinese Medical 

Practices.



Choose one conversation to practice with your partner, when you are ready, come to Fenglaoshi
to present the conversation.

A:

A:

A:

B:

B:

TASK 3
(with a partner)

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

QUIZLET-03/04 TASK 3 SPEAKING REFERENCE



冯老师：
I+ yesterday evening + get sick + 了。

I + sickness 1 + 还 + sickness 2. 
My mom and dad + today + morning + take me + go to +  the hospital (医院hospital)+ 了.

my doctor + (让let) + me + at home + rest + 3 days.                                         
Thank you

Imagine you got sick last night, you are writing an email to your teacher, you will tell your 
teacher what happened, and the fact that you are taking the rest of the week off. You MUST 
follow the following sentence structures:

TASK 3



Task 4 QUIZLET instructions – get sick 3 each section is 20%   

1. Flashcards – Go over the words and pronounce the words .

2. Write - Make sure you finish 100%

3.    Match- Make sure your time is WITHIN 30 seconds.

4.   TEST-100%


